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 Features: * Resurface a surface from a mesh or a point cloud. * Resurf a surface by either individual control point or an entire
area. * Support for both plane and implicit surfaces. * Works for Rhino 6 and Rhino 7. Usage ------- * Rhino Resurf operates

like the Rhino World Operator, which = it replaces. * In Rhino Modeler, on the = Rhino World Operator, click on Resurface. *
In Rhino Shell, on the = Rhino World Operator, click on Resurface. You can use = Rhino Resurf for Rhino 6 and Rhino 7. *
You can use Rhino Resurf for Rhino 5, Rhino 6, and Rhino 7. * In Rhino 7, the = Rhino World Operator is not available. * In

Rhino 6, the = Rhino World Operator is not available. * In Rhino 5, = Rhino World Operator cannot be used for surface
resizing. * In Rhino Shell, = Rhino World Operator cannot be used for surface resizing. You can also resample a surface with a
specified = resample area. * In Rhino Modeler, on the = Rhino World Operator, click on Resample. * In Rhino Shell, on the =
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Rhino World Operator, click on Resample. There are two ways of using Rhino Resurf: resampling a mesh or a point cloud. *
The first option is resampling a mesh or point cloud. * The second option is resampling an individual control point. * Rhino
Resurf operates only for plane or implicit surfaces. * The planes can be resampled manually using the options in the Rhino

World Operator. * Rhino Resurf can use either of two resampling algorithms: * Simplex Volume (SV) resampling * Triangle
Volume (TV) resampling * A previous result of resampling a 520fdb1ae7
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